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Abstract - Topic models provide a way to aggregate

vocabulary from a document corpus to form latent topics. In
particular, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is one of the most
popular topic modeling approaches. Learning the meaningful
topic models with massive document collections which contain
millions of documents and billions of tokens is challenging.
Topic detection is a tool to detect topics from media attracts
much attention. Generally, a topic is characterized by a set of
informative keywords/terms. Traditional approaches are
usually based on various topic models, such as Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA). They cluster terms into a topic by mining
semantic relations between terms. However, they neglect the
co-occurrence relations found across the document, which
leads to the detection of incomplete information. Furthermore,
the inability to discover latent co-occurrence relations via the
context or other bridge terms will prevent the important but
rare topics being detected. To solve this problem we integrate
semantic relations and implicit co-occurrence relations for
topic detection. Specifically, the approach combines multiple
relations into a term graph and detects topics from the graph
using a graph analytical method. By combing mutually
complementary relations it cannot detect the topics more
effectively. This approach can mine important rare topics by
leveraging latent co-occurrence relations in huge corpus.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the rapid development of internet, the amount of
online text is experiencing explosive growth by means of
online news media and social media. The rich information
within the text data can be utilized to reveal some
meaningful trends/topics or the evolution of certain social
phenomena, such as the presidential election of the USA.
Besides, it can also be exploited for detecting some
emergency events or natural disasters, such as 2014
Shanghai Stampede1 and 2014 Kangding earthquake.2 In
general, an event is considered as something non-trivial
happening at a specific date/time and in a specific location
[1]. A topic can be considered as a kind of “abstract” event
which consists of some “concrete” events with semantic
relatedness, here “events” and “topics” are inter-changeable.
Topic detection is a sub-task of Topic Detection and Tracking
(TDT) [2]. It aims at detecting topics or trends from various
text corpuses such as online media. Topic detection as a
fundamental problem of information retrieval can help the
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decision makers to efficiently detect meaningful topics.
Therefore, it has attracted much attention such as public
opinion monitoring, decision supporting and emergency
management.
Automatic identification of semantic content of
documents has become increasingly important due to its
effectiveness in many tasks, including information retrieval,
information filtering and organization of documents
collections in digital libraries. The identification of the
topic(s) that a document addresses increases our
understanding of that document, the characteristics of the
collection as a whole and the interplay between distinct
topics. In collections where the temporal ordering of
documents is not of importance, studying a snapshot of the
collection at any given time is sufficient to deduct as much
information as possible about the various topics of interest
in the collection. On the other hand, many document
collections exhibit temporal relationships that are often
times utilized to aid the topic discovery process. The analysis
of the temporal dimension of collections has become an
important field of study in many applications, including
weblog topic mining [5], evolution of author and paper
networks [4], news event analysis [6] and social interaction
of researchers [7,3].
In topic detection, a topic is generally represented as
a set of descriptive and collocated terms. Firstly, document
clustering techniques are applied in topic detection to
cluster content-similar documents and extract keywords
from clustered document sets as the representation of the
topics. Currently, most of the approaches use various topic
models, a type of generative probabilistic model such as LDA
[8], pLSA [9] and their extensions, to detect topics. Among
them, LDA has been proved to be a powerful algorithm
because of its ability on mining the semantic information
from the text data. Terms having semantic relations with
each other are collected as a topic.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [10] has been shown to be
a highly effective unsupervised learning methodology for
finding distinct topics in document collections. LDA is a
generative process that models each document as a mixture
of topics where each topic corresponds to a multinomial
distribution over words. The learned document-topic and
topic-word distributions are then used to identify the best
topics for the documents and the most descriptive words for
each topic. However, the original formulation of LDA focuses
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on analyzing a snapshot of collections and views the
collection as being generated at a single point in time.
However, there are two challenges to existing topic
model based approaches. Firstly, as claimed by Sayyadi and
Raschid [1], “Current topic modeling methods do not
explicitly consider word co-occurrences”. “Co-occurrence”
means two terms co-occur in the same document.
Unfortunately, due to the fact that “Extending topic modeling
to include co-occurrence can be a computationally daunting
challenge” [1], their proposed graph analytical approach
only made an approximation to this extension: they merely
took into account co-occurrence information alone while
ignoring semantic information. Therefore, how to combine
semantic relations and co-occurrence relations to
complement each other remains to be a challenge. Secondly,
existing approaches usually focus on detecting prominent or
distinct topics by mining explicit semantic relations or
frequent co-occurrence relations. However, they neglect to
uncover latent co-occurrence relations. The inability to
uncover latent relations prevents the important but rare
topics, which are hidden in large scale and noisy data
collections, from being detected. Such important rare topics
have two attributes: significant for human decision making
but rare that cannot be discovered easily [11]. In other
words, their features are commonly implicit or latent. Here
gives some examples: the latent omens such as the abnormal
behaviors of some animals may reveal that the disasters
such as earthquake will occur soon; the early incubations of
the disease may trigger the subsequent cancer. The reason
why such topics are commonly ignored is: they differ from
the distinct topics indicating common patterns; besides, they
are not outliers or noises in the sense of anomaly detection
[11].

2. RELATED WORK
Numerous statistical approaches for modeling text
documents have been proposed to model text documents.
Probabilistic latent semantic analysis (pLSA) [12] models the
generation of each document through activating multiple
topics over words. This model improves upon the singular
value decomposition based latent semantic analysis (LSA)
[13] which cannot handle polysemy. pLSA, on the other
hand, uses a distribution indexed by the training documents,
leading to the fact that the number of parameters to be
estimated grows linearly with the number of training
documents in the collection. Thus, practical applications with
large training documents are susceptible to over fitting with
this model. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [10] is another
generative model that has become popular in recent years
that overcomes the over fitting problem of pLSA by using a
Dirichlet for modeling the distribution of topics for each
document.
To uncover latent co-occurrence relations and discover
important rare topics Chance Discovery (CD) theory and
Idea Discovery (ID) theory are used. These are defined as a
rare but important event or situation which has a strong
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impact on human decision making [11,14]. CD and ID as
extensions of Knowledge Discovery have been used to detect
chances by uncovering latent co-occurrence relations among
terms. In the ID process, text data is analyzed and converted
into a term graph by mining co-occurrence relations, where
latent co-occurrence relations are uncovered and visualized
to capture chances. Latent co-occurrence relations means
there may be no frequent co-occurrence relations between
two terms (the terms do not frequently co-occur in the same
documents); but, the two terms can be implicitly
related/linked by considering the “context” of one of the
terms or other bridge terms. Here “context” denotes
neighbors of the term, which are strongly interconnected in
the form of a community (cluster). In other words, latent cooccurrence relations between two terms cannot be
measured in an isolated term-term view; the context of the
term should be taken into account. To address these
challenges, We use an integrated approach to integrate
semantic information and co-occurrence information among
terms for topic detection. Specifically, the approach fuses
multiple types of relations into a uniform term graph by
incorporating ID theory with topic modeling method.
Firstly, an Idea Discovery algorithm called Idea Graph is
adopted to mine co-occurrence relations (especially latent
co-occurrence relations) for converting the corpus into a
term graph. Then, a semantic relations extraction approach
is proposed based on LDA to enrich the graph with semantic
information. Lastly, a graph analytical method is presented
to exploit the graph for detecting topics.
To the best of our knowledge, the coupling of ID and topic
model for topic detection has not been seen as follows:
(1) It can detect topics more effectively to support human
decision making by combing mutually complementary
relations: semantic relations and co-occurrence relations.
(2) It can mine important rare topics by leveraging latent cooccurrence relations, which may aid human to perceive the
topics with great significance.

3. TOPIC MODELING APPROACHES
Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) is an integral part of the
Translingual Information Detection, Extraction, and
Summarization (TIDES) program [2]. TDT mainly contains
two sub-task: Topic Detection and Topic Tracking. Topic
detection (Event detection) aims at detecting novel
topics/events from text corpus while topic tracking is
dedicated to tracking the evolution of existing topics over
temporal dimension. Topic detection has attracted much
attention in machine learning, information retrieval and
social media modeling [1,11,15]. Specifically, topic detection
can be classified into two types: New Event Detection (NED)
and Retrospective Event Detection (RED).
NED aims at detecting newly encountered topics/events
from online text streams [15]. Rill et al. [16] proposed a
system to detect emerging political topics in Twitter. The
detected topics can be used to extend existing knowledge
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bases for better concept-level sentiment analysis. Hou et al.
[17] proposed a multifaceted news analysis approach to
detect events from online news. They represented news as a
link-centric heterogeneous network and formalized news
analysis and mining task as link discovery problem. Based on
that, they presented a unified probabilistic model for topic
extraction and inner relationship discovery within events.
RED is dedicated to discovering the events from the
historical corpus in an offline way [18]. Yang et al. [18]
proposed an agglomerative clustering algorithm, named
augmented Group Average Clustering, to cluster articles into
events. They also employed an iterative bucketing and reclustering model proposed by Cutting et al. [19] to control
the tradeoff between cluster quality and computational
efficiency. Zeng and Zhang [20] presented a variable space
Markov model for topic detection, where several steps based
on space computation and a hierarchal clustering algorithm
are proposed to tackle the issues of document imbalance and
topic transition. We note our paper only addresses RED
problem.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we explored the solution for the problem of
ignoring the latent i.e implicit meaning of the terms which
co-occur in the documents by integrating semantic relations
with implicit or frequent co-occurrence relations and latent
co-occurrence relations for important topics detection. In
this approach topic modeling is incorporated with Chance
Discovery (CD) to capture the semantic relations and cooccurrence relations, which facilitates effective topic
detection. Idea Discovery (ID) is to convert the analyzed
data into a term graph by mining co-occurrence relations. In
future there is a need and extension for this approach for
new event detection (NED) to satisfy the need of Big Data
era. Finally we can extend this approach to represent the
topic hierarchy, where the events as the basic elements of
the topic to be detected.
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